Year 5 Homework – Doorways to Dicovery - Autumn 2017
Your homework for this term is YOUR CHOICE! We have given you 9 activities to choose from and would like
you to complete at least three over the term. We are hoping you will put in a lot of effort for each piece and
you will enjoy presenting your homework to the rest of the class and sharing all your hard work. Challenge
yourself with a variety of tasks. Recommended dates for handing in homework tasks are Friday 13 th October,
Friday 10th November and Friday 1st December.

Room Creation
Imagine you are Daniel and you
can design your own room in the
Emporium. What name would you
give it? Which features would you
have and why?

A Disaster Fact File
Create a presentation on a
natural disaster. What caused it,
who did it effect and what were
the after effects?

Model-Making
Make a model of an artefact from
the Indus Valley – where is this
and why is it important?

Your choice
Food Challenge
Our topic is Doorways to
Design and bake a new type of
Discovery – what can you produce cake that could be served and
that reflects our learning themes eaten in The Nowhere Emporium.
this term?

Game Play
Create your own Nowhere
Emporium board game. Decide:
what the board will be, number of
players, adventures, obstacles,
rewards, quiz questions, etc.

A Daniel Rap
Compose and perform a rap
(perhaps with a friend or
friends). Choose to video it at
home or perform it live in front
of your class.

Story Time
Write an imaginative story about
one of the visitors to The
Nowhere Emporium. Make sure
you describe the person, the
room they went into and the
adventure they had.

Partner Filming Fun
There is no film of The Nowhere
Emporium. Write a script and
then produce a movie of one or
more of the scenes (no more than
ten minutes).

